- 74% of those hospitalized have been discharged.
- Number of deaths dropped for the first time, but it’s too early to be statistically significant.
- Total new hospitalized, 574 much lower than previous numbers.
- Daily ICU admissions and daily intubations are also down from the previous day, but again, too early to be statistically significant.
- Cuomo is discussing codifying learned lessons in order to be prepared, as well as to share what’s learned with other states.
- Current hospital system is overcapacity, currently under a tremendous stress. Governor reiterated importance of healthcare systems working together.
  - Balance patient load.
  - Daily supply sharing.
  - Javits could be an enormous relief valve for current hospital system.
- Governor again reiterates suggestion for a rolling deployment in order to transport resources to where need. This is the state strategy, but again suggests it as a national strategy.
- Federal government 1,000 personnel to NY. Priority deployment to NYC Public Hospitals - 325 to deploy today.
- Governor states his deep appreciation for the hospital admins and staff for coming together to work cooperatively, and for continuing to work.

Q&A:

GENERAL COVID-19:
Note: Rapid testing is under development now, will need to be brought to scale.
- No definitive answer on how many days in a row will be statistically significant.
- Moving on from beds as priority, we now need the ventilators and staff.
- Anecdotally: Crime rate in NYC going down, fewer trauma cases, fewer accidents.
- DFS is looking at insurance policies and volunteer coverage. "We will do everything in our power" to make sure volunteers are covered.
- Governor extending some policies, mentioned that as reason for the Exec Order on ventilator redistribution delay. Will be adding those additional points to the Exec Order.
  - "We are not going to lose a life because we didn't share resources among ourselves."
  - "Whatever any community needs, we will be there."
- 20% limit on unused ventilator redeployment. None have been redeployed as of today.
- On Sport Leagues: This is not about hopes and dreams and what we would like to see. Let the doctors and experts make the decisions.

MONSEY:
- Zucker spoke with local leadership and reiterated the practices involved with NY On Pause - Rabbis and governmental officials.
- DeRosa spoke w/ County Exec (202.11 Exec Order empowers local gov't to enforce social isolation policies).
- The virus is a non-religious enemy.

TESLA:
- DeRosa: They're talking about making one part of the ventilator. It has not come up to production yet.